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Description

The present invention relates to a liquid jet shut-off nozzle. In particular, the 
present invention relates to a liquid jet shut-off nozzle suitable for various liquid 
throughputs having a pre-pressure-controlled variable passage cross-section 
comprising

a housing having a liquid inlet and a jet outlet opening,
a jet shaping body around which flow can take place, arranged in the 
housing between the liquid inlet and the jet outlet opening, which jet 
shaping body has a conical region with a tip pointing in the direction of 
the jet outlet opening of the housing,
and a throttle sleeve pre-tensioned by means of a spring device towards 
the flow-around direction of the jet shaping body, which is displaceable 
relative to the housing and the jet shaping body, which throttle sleeve 
has an annular piston portion guided in a pre-pressure chamber of the 
housing which communicates with the liquid inlet and a passage which 
cooperates with the conical region of the jet shaping body and which 
together with this defines the annular passage cross-section.

Unlike spray nozzles which are intended to form fine droplets or a liquid mist 
as intended, jet nozzles are used to form a liquid jet. This is particularly 
indicated when the liquid has to cover a comparatively large distance from the 
nozzle to a target, which typically goes hand in hand with the requirement for 
a relatively severe restriction of the spatial propagation (i.e. focusing) of the 
liquid leaving the nozzle.

Liquid jet nozzles matched to a defined liquid throughput are known in various 
embodiments and are in practical use. In order to achieve a comparatively 
precise jet formation with significantly different liquid throughputs, the initially 
specified generic liquid jet nozzles were designed with a pre-pressure- 
controlled variable passage cross-section. These, in the form of liquid jet 
shutoff nozzles, additionally have a shutoff function whereby the passage 
cross-section is completely closed when the pre-pressure falls below a 
predefined value, with the result that, for example, the undesired emptying of 
feed lines is prevented. However, in these liquid jet shutoff nozzles in practice 
a disturbance of the jet formation can be observed again and again.
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GB 760972 discloses a spray nozzle which should bring about a distribution of 
extremely fine droplets or mist within a spray cone even at comparatively low 
pressures. To this end, the nozzle is fitted with a turbulence chamber which 
has an atomizer screen upstream thereof. The nozzle can be switched into a 
second operating mode in which a jet is formed. In this mode the liquid flows 
around a Pelton jet shaping body and exits at the downstream end region 
thereof into an axially adjustable tube which blocks the flow path to the 
atomizer nozzle in the second operating mode whereas in the first operating 
mode (spray nozzle) it abuts against the jet-shaping body and blocks the flow 
path around this. The quantity of liquid flowing through the one or the other 
flow path is set by hand.

EP 2127755 A1 discloses a flow guide having an integrated valve such as can 
be located upstream of a nozzle in particular. In order to improve the effect of 
flow guidance, which is directed towards homogenizing the flow, it is proposed 
that an element which is displaceable in a housing comprises a shut-off body 
and a flow straightener (downstream in the flow direction). The element is 
acted upon by means of a spring in such a manner that the shut-off body is 
pre-tensioned against a sealing seat.

In view of the prior art presented previously, it is the object of the present 
invention to provide a liquid jet shutoff nozzle of the type specified initially 
which is characterized by an improved performance. In particular, it is strived 
to improve the jet formation behaviour.

This formulation of the object according to the present invention is solved 
whereby in a liquid jet shutoff nozzle of the generic type, on the downstream 
side of the jet shaping body and the throttle sleeve, a guide sleeve having a 
passage which is smaller compared with the cross-section of the pre-pressure 
chamber and in alignment to the passage of the throttle sleeve is provided on 
the housing. The liquid jet shutoff nozzles according to the invention prove to 
be significantly more tolerant in particular with regard to different installation 
situations compared to known generic liquid jet shutoff nozzles as far as the 
quality of the jet formation is concerned. In particular, with liquid jet shutoff 
nozzles according to the invention, very good jet formation results can be 
achieved even in installation situations with a flat jet direction, i.e. only slightly 
inclined or not inclined at all. This makes the liquid jet shutoff nozzles according 
to the invention superior to those known generic jet nozzles in which, as was 
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determined by the inventor a disturbance of the jet formation related to the 
installation position exists. Whereas specifically known generic liquid jet 
shutoff nozzles in practice only show the desired result with sufficient reliability 
in certain installation situations, in particular whereby the jet formation 
behaviour is completely satisfactory with a more or less downwardly directed 
jet direction, in an installation situation in which the outlet direction of the liquid 
jet becomes increasingly flatter, it deteriorates significantly, this disadvantage 
of the prior art does not occur in liquid jet shutoff nozzles according to the 
invention. These deliver uniformly good jet formation results regardless of the 
installation situation.

This result can be explained by the fact that liquid accumulations inside the 
housing which adversely affect the jet formation downstream of the housing 
are prevented by flow-dynamic effects. Liquid which may be present there is 
entrained by the liquid jet leaving the throttle sleeve comparable to the situation 
which applies to a waterjet pump.

In the sense of the preceding definition of the invention, for the guide sleeve 
so that this has the effect utilized according to the invention, a minimum 
extension in the axial direction is required in such a manner that the axial 
length of the guide sleeve is at least as large as the diameter of its passage. 
Or in other words: a guide sleeve in the sense ofthe present invention is (only) 
present when the passage of the guide sleeve is at least as long as it is thick. 
In order to avoid misunderstandings, it is additionally pointed out that not only 
the annular surface of the throttle sleeve exposed to the pre-pressure should 
be seen as the cross-section of the pre-pressure chamber but rather the 
(entire) cross-section delimited by the housing, including the cross-sectional 
area taken up by installations such as in particular the jet-shaping body.

The cross-section (the cross-sectional area) ofthe passage ofthe guide sleeve 
is preferably 0.3 to 0.5 times the cross-sectional area of the pre-pressure 
chamber, which - in the case of round contours - corresponds to a diameter 
ratio of the passage of the guide sleeve to the pre-pressure chamber between 
about 0.55 and 0.7. The diameter of the passage of the guide sleeve is 
preferably 1.0 to 1.5 times, particularly preferably 1.1 to 1.3 times the diameter 
of the passage of the throttle sleeve. The guide sleeve is preferably placed so 
that its distance from the throttle sleeve, when this abuts against the jet
shaping body, is not greater than 1.5 times the diameter of the passage of the 
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throttle sleeve. Particularly preferably that distance is no greater than 1.2 times 
the diameter of the passage of the throttle sleeve.

The throttle sleeve preferably extends as far as the outlet opening of the 
housing. Said throttle sleeve in other words is preferably provided on the 
housing adjacent to the jet outlet opening thereof. This is favourable for a 
particularly compact structure.

A preferred further development of the invention is characterized in that the jet 
shaping body is accommodated fixedly in the housing. It can in particular be 
connected undetachably to the housing, e.g. be formed in one piece with this. 
In this case, the guide sleeve is preferably a separate component inserted in 
the housing. Preferably an annular space is implemented between the guide 
sleeve and the actual housing in which a helical spring forming the spring 
device for the throttle sleeve is partially accommodated. This allows a 
particularly compact design of the liquid jet shutoff nozzle.

In particular, if the jet-shaping body is not formed in one piece with the housing, 
the guide sleeve can however also form an integral component of the housing.

Whereas the present invention is suitable for various fundamental designs of 
pre-pressure-controlled liquid jet shutoff nozzles of the generic type, it is 
particularly preferred if the liquid inlet is arranged opposite the jet outlet 
opening, i.e. flow takes place through the liquid jet shutoff nozzles in their 
longitudinal direction.

Insofar as hereinbefore (and in the claims) reference is made to a “diameter” 
(for example, that of the housing or that of the passages of throttle sleeve and 
guide sleeve), this is to be understood as the mean diameter in the case of a 
shape differing from circular, line or contour. This is determined as the 
diameter of a circle which has the same area as the shape, line or contour 
which differs from a circular shape.

The present invention is explained in detail hereinafter with reference to two 
preferred exemplary embodiments shown in the drawings, in each case in axial 
section. In the figures

Fig. 1 shows a first exemplary embodiment and
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Fig. 2 shows a second exemplary embodiment implemented as a 
modification of the first exemplary embodiment.

The liquid jet shutoff nozzle with pre-pressure-controlled variable passage 
cross-section shown in Fig. 1 comprises as basic components a housing 1, a 
jet-shaping body 2 and a throttle sleeve 3. The substantially tubular housing 1 
has a liquid inlet 4 and a jet outlet opening 5. The latter lies opposite the liquid 
inlet 4 so that flow takes place through the housing in its longitudinal direction.

The jet-shaping body 2 is arranged in a fixed position in the housing 1 between 
the liquid inlet 5 and the jet outlet opening 5. Said jet-shaping body is supported 
(in a pre-pressure chamber 6 of the housing 1 communicating with the liquid 
inlet 4) via a plurality of fins 8 on the housing 1 in such a manner that flow can 
take place around the jet-shaping body 2. The jet-shaping body 2 has a 
conically tapering blind hole 9 on the inflow side and a conical region 10 having 
a tip 11 pointing in the direction of the jet outlet opening 5 of the housing 1 on 
the outflow side. Between the conical region 10 of the jet-shaping body 2 and 
the tubular housing 1 there is an annular space 12 having an increasing cross- 
sectional area in the throughflow direction D.

The throttle sleeve 3 which is furthermore accommodated in the housing 1 (in 
the longitudinal direction of the housing 1) is displaceable relative to the 
housing 1 (and therefore also with respect to the jet-shaping body 2 arranged 
in a fixed position with respect to this) so that it forms a throttle slider. The 
throttle sleeve 3 has a central passage 13 which cooperates with the conical 
region 10 of the jet-shaping body 2 in the sense that it jointly defines an annular 
passage cross-section 14 with this region. The area of the annular passage 
cross-section 14 is variable; it depends on the (axial) position of the throttle 
sleeve 3 relative to the jet-shaping body 2.

Furthermore, the throttle sleeve 3 has an annular piston section 15. This is 
guided sealingly in the pre-pressure chamber 6 of the housing 1 
communicating with the liquid inlet 4, wherein the surface facing the liquid inlet 
4, which is exposed to the pre-pressure, is curved in the manner of a toroidal 
section as flow-guiding surface 17. Depending on the pre-pressure existing in 
the pre-pressure chamber 6, the throttle sleeve 3 is displaced more or less far 
in the direction of the jet outlet opening 5 against the force of a spring device 
18 which is formed by a helical spring 20 supported on a support ring 19 and 
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the throttle sleeve 3 is pre-tensioned against the flow-around direction of the 
jet-shaping body 2. In this way, via the pre-pressure predefined in the pre
pressure chamber, the area of the annular passage cross-section 14 formed 
between the jet-shaping body 2 and the throttle sleeve 3 can be adjusted.

On the downstream side of the jet-shaping body 2 and the throttle sleeve 3, a 
guide sleeve 21 is provided on the housing 1. This has a passage 22 aligned 
to the passage 13 of the throttle sleeve 3 and is connected to the support ring 
19 by means of a collar 23 formed thereon. The inside diameter of the guide 
sleeve 21 is considerably smaller than the inside diameter of the housing 1 in 
the region of the pre-pressure chamber 6, i.e. the outside diameter of the 
annular piston section 15 of the throttle sleeve 3. In the exemplary embodiment 
shown the diameter of the annular piston section 15 of the throttle sleeve 3 is 
about 16 mm, the diameter of the passage 13 of the throttle sleeve 3 is about 
8 mm and the diameter of the passage 22 of the guide sleeve 21 is about 10 
mm.

The wall thickness of the guide sleeve 21 is dimensioned so that an annular 
space 24 is formed between the guide sleeve 21 and the housing 1. The helical 
spring 20 is (partially) accommodated in this space. The annular space 24 is 
ventilated via holes (not shown) which pass through the wall of the housing 1, 
wherein liquid collected in the annular space 24 can possibly run off through 
the relevant holes.

The axial length of the guide sleeve 21 is dimensioned so that the maximum 
axial distance of the throttle sleeve 3 from the guide sleeve 21, i.e. the axial 
distance of the throttle sleeve 3 from the guide sleeve 21 which exists when 
the passage cross-section 14 is completely closed is about 8 mm and therefore 
approximately corresponds the diameter of the passage 13 of the throttle 
sleeve 3. The guide sleeve 21 in this case forms a stop for the throttle sleeve 
3 for the displacement thereof in the direction of the outlet opening 5 (at 
maximum pre-pressure in the pre-pressure chamber 16).

In the modification illustrated in Fig. 2 the guide sleeve 21 is an integral part of 
the housing 1. The spring 20 is supported on the front side of the step forming 
the guide sleeve 21; this projects into an annular space formed between the 
housing 1 and the throttle sleeve 3. The jet-shaping body 2 here forms a 
separate component. The fins 8 are (from the inflow side) inserted into 
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corresponding grooves of the housing 1. A securing ring 25 inserted in a 
corresponding recess of the housing 1 secures the jet-shaping body 2.

Otherwise, the explanations of Fig. 1 apply for the modification illustrated in
5 Fig. 2, to which reference is made to avoid repetitions.
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Patentkrav

1. Væskestråle-lukkedyse med variabelt gennemløbstværsnit (14), der kan 
styres ved fortryk, omfattende
- et hus (1) med en væskeindgang (4) og en stråleudgangsåbning (5),
- et stråleformningselement (2), som der kan strømmes omkring og er anbragt 
i huset (1) mellem væskeindgangen (4) og stråleudgangsåbningen (5), og som 
haret konusområde (10) med en spids (11), der vender i retning mod husets 
(1) stråleudgangsåbning (5),
- og et droslehylster (3), som kan forskydes i forhold til huset (1) og stråleform
ningselementet (2), og som er forspændt ved hjælp af en fjederindretning (18) 
mod stråleformningselementets (2) omstrømningsretning, og som har en hng- 
stempelsektion (15), som er ført i et fortryksrum (6) af huset, der er i forbindelse 
med væskeindgangen (4), og en gennemgang (13), som samvirker med strå- 
leformningselementets (2) konusområde (11) og sammen med dette definerer 
det ringformede gennemgangstværsnit (14),
kendetegnet ved, at
der på nedstrømssiden af stråleformningselementet (2) og droslehylsteret (3) 
på huset (1) er tilvejebragt et styrehylster (21) med en gennemgang (22), som 
er mindre i forhold til fortryksrummets (6) tværsnit og flugter med droslehylste- 
rets (3) gennemgang (13).

2. Væskestråle-lukkedyse ifølge krav 1, kendetegnet ved, at tværsnittet af 
styrehylsterets (21) gennemgang (22) er mindst lige så stor som tværsnittet af 
droslehylsterets (3) gennemgang (13).

3. Væskestråle-lukkedyse ifølge krav 2, kendetegnet ved, at tværsnittet af 
styrehylsterets (21) gennemgang (22) er større end som tværsnittet af drosle
hylsterets (21) gennemgang (22).

4. Væskestråle-lukkedyse ifølge et af kravene 1 til 3, kendetegnet ved, 
at droslehylsterets (3) maksimale aksiale afstand fra styrehylsteret (21) ikke er 
større end den gennemsnitlige diameter af styrehylsterets (21) gennemgang 
(22).
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5. Væskestråle-lukkedyse ifølge et af kravene 1 til 4, kendetegnet ved, 
at droslehylsterets (3) maksimale aksiale afstand fra styrehylsteret (21) ikke er 
større end den gennemsnitlige diameter af droslehylsterets (3) gennemgang 
(13).

6. Væskestråle-lukkedyse ifølge et af kravene 1 til 5, kendetegnet ved, 
at stråleudgangsåbningen (5) er anbragt overfor væskeindgangen (4).

7. Væskestråle-lukkedyse ifølge et af kravene 1 til 6, kendetegnet ved, 
at stråleformningselementet (2) er optaget stationært i huset (1).

8. Væskestråle-lukkedyse ifølge krav 7, kendetegnet ved, at stråleformnings
elementet (2) er forbundet uadskilleligt med huset (1), hvor styrehylsteret (21) 
udgør en separat konstruktionsdel, der er indsat i huset (1).

9. Væskestråle-lukkedyse ifølge krav 8, kendetegnet ved, at fjederindretnin
gen (18) omfatter en skruefjeder (20), som er optaget delvist i et ringrum (24), 
der er dannet mellem styrehylsteret (21) og huset (1).

10. Væskestråle-lukkedyse ifølge et af kravene 1 til 6, kendetegnet ved, 
at styrehylsteret (21) udgør en integreret bestanddel af huset (1).
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